
Dialects of Digital Twins
The basic principle of a digital twin is that physical and virtual world should be in synch at any given
time across the whole lifecycle of project or product. Therefore, a digital twin is not just a data
warehouse of sensor data, but it also needs to add insights from other domains.

For example, the procurement teams might work on the same principals of a digital twin helping them
to gain insights, transparency, and traceability they require. Although not the ideal scenario they may
very well have their own & separate version of a digital twin providing insights for costing and supplier
identification of the components for example.

A true digital twin should be designed to make data available to other users who in a previous scenario
without digital twin had no access to that data due to the silos within modern enterprises. Cutting
across information & organizational silos is already one of the top values generated by the
implementation of a digital twin.

On the other side, no one expects a virtual world influencing the production due to its consequences to
quality, compliance and proper topic ownerships.

At the current maturity level, enterprises still desire people interpreting suggestions and implementing
the right actions at the right time –this comes back to legal responsibility. Closing the feedback loop
from physical to virtual digital twin is still a challenge also as the industry still wants people to lead
the actions. Once the industry matures in regulations, we may expect to see digital twin taking
corrective measures directly & having impact.
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Please get in touch with our experts if you’d like more information about how we can help you enable
better industrial outcomes by applying a digital twin to support your business objectives.

Digital Twin. It’s in our DNA.
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